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When I first opened this game to record for my YouTube channel, I expected a game that would try to scare me out of my pants
like a grenade exploded between my legs. When I got to playing it, it left me with a sense of terrified awe and disturbed wonder,
almost like a religious experience.

There's a lot of people who say this has a Lovecraftian atmosphere to it. I wholeheartedly agree. Sinking to the very depths of
sanity and reality, you become aware that the horror isn't in facing demons, zombies, nor jumpscares. No, the true horror comes
from being absolutely helpless to do anything to save yourself as you sink further into the abyss.

If you have VR like Oculus, I HIGHLY recommend you use it for this game. Not saying that playing this off monitor takes
nothing away from the atmosphere, but this game would probably be best suited for VR.

This game is short, but it's also well worth the money. My hat goes off to you, Alpha Wave. A splended job on blowing away
my mind!. Nice game! Very nice. The english with the russian accent voice acting is so terrible it is funny. It is very short, my
current record on finishing it is 8 minutes. But i really like it and i think it is very fun. Will definetly replay it many times.. Nice
game, there are better out there but if you like the fantasy setting it's a great choice. Seemed a bit short and easy, so grab it on
sale. Good value for $3.. i like that it can be a quick play through unless you are on a hot streak in which case may play for
around an hour. Lots of choices to make in regards to character choices. my favorite part is the strategy in combat i.e. selecting
where and around what terrain to fight oppenants.. i don't care if i've only played for a littel time but its so ♥♥♥♥ing slow and
boring. and it gave me a headache. Amazing route. this route is good for the class 67 Diamond Jubilee scenario: Diamond in the
rough.. Great gameplay and graphics for the price. Brilliant Game devolving software, really easy and fun to use, the developers
are updating frequently, with bug fixes and new features. I would like to see more flexibility in the future maybe a different
Battle system or the ability to add code ourselves, but it is still awesome for now!

Definitely Recommended!. i don't even know who i own this game? was it on humble bundle? possibly. won't even download it,
based on the reviews. I don't write many reviews, but since there seems to be a lack of them...

Basically, when I see a review, I want to know four things. Is it any good (or not)? Why? Did I like it (or not)? Why?

Is it any good? Yes. I'd say 3 out of 4 stars. Why? Good tactical game with a fair number of options. A good amount to explore.
That said, like many tactical games, it's a bit same-same after a while. It sells itself as being a Night's Watch theme, but that's
only in the audio (which I switched off). The game bears a closer remblance to Darkest Dungeon (whose audio I left on), but
with a bit more forgiving (you can save/restore) and less depth. Like DD, you have skill trees for characters, but like DD, I
found I had a pretty good idea of what worked for me vs. what didn't quickly, so exploring the tree wasn't incentivized. Yes, you
can mess with some various builds, but you'll see pretty quickly what works when, which is a key hint. So there's some learning
curve, and you'll pay if you get lazy. There's also an encounters engagement learning curve (which is brutal at first, but pretty
managable by 3-4th level). However, the RPG element is thin for my tastes. Both DD and TSG:DiC have the race to get gold,
but that's something you can manage once you learn how to control for panic and learn some care in your spending.

Did I like it? Yes, for the most part. Why? I do like a good tactical game. If you make tactical mistakes here, you'll pay for
them, which is great fun if you like that sort of thing. If you like things a bit more forgiving, save a bit more often. I like having
the choice. The dragon battle at the end is a bit chill after everything else, but I went in very prepared.
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fun and enjoyable parkour game. Very fun, a time killer, funny.
Controls are a little weird at first but you get the hang of it. The levels are challenging which makes it funner. Would
recommend.. great game 9/10. Great little gem; minimalistic - but unique - graphics, great soundtrack, quite challenging. Very
expensive and overprices. I don't Recommend it for a full PRICE! don't BUY it, wait for a DISCOUNT! -75% or at least -50%
I wanted to buy this software for a long time, there was a SALE for -55% so i bought it. Still a lot of random crashes and bugs. I
found out some causes as i wrote down my reports for the publisher.

7/10

I like the idea, it's more for abstract painters and so... if i am correct it still lacks the tool of filling a color in an area.
For people who have gaming PCs and therefore have a strong GPU card it's very fast and smooth.

All the drawing tools are in a RANDOM paint order - depending on how fast you move your stylus or your mouse and how
much pressure you put in the results are different - with the Rotation° adjustments even more.

It has less tools then i thought it would have - but maybe because i am using only the Basic.
I think it's more of an Abstract art tool - yeah, not that much for a precise art - still with lot of effort you can use it.. Physics:
cornering and scrubbing needs fix. pro physics are challenging and nice; game is not arcade like in trailers. if they fix those this
will be best mx game (its mx3 now).

-Graphics: a bit better than mx3. i never had performance problem with 1050ti. runs nice and smooth at ultra; with full ai race.
also helmet cam is back! (from supercross)

-Sounds: best in series. especially in helm cam. you can hear stones and sands hitting your visor.

-AI: dont expect a lot. they will never race you like "dungey vs tomac". they wont take lines or overtakes.
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